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In celebration of Black History Month, students from Professor Shellie Petersen’s Illustration I and Editorial Illustration classes have created collages for Nella Larsen’s short story, Sanctuary.

Larsen wrote during the Harlem Renaissance, creating deceptively simple pieces of writing such as Sanctuary. By accurately portraying unique aspects of African-American culture, Larsen poignantly touched on universal themes of human nature.

This story takes place during the early 20th century in the Deep South, and explores many issues, including race and justice. Annie Poole, an older but strong African-American woman, agrees to harbor a fugitive named Jim. He is running from the law because he has just shot a man. Annie agrees to hide Jim because he is a friend of her son, Obadiah.

While illustrating this story, the students were asked to focus on the personality of the characters, as well as the characters’ reactions to the different events of the story as they unfold.
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In the forsaken road a man was walking swiftly.

But in spite of his hurry, at every step he set down his feet with infinite care, for the night was endless and the heavy silence intensified each sound; even the breaking of a twig could be plainly heard.

And the man had need of caution as well as haste.

Excerpt from Nella Larsen’s “Sanctuary”
Artist:

Erica Tapply

“Obadiah—” the sheriff began—hesitated—began again.
“Obadiah—ah—er—he’s outside, Annie. I’m ‘fraid—”

“Obadiah! git hyah an’ splain yose’f.”

But Obadiah didn’t answer, didn’t come in...

Typography: Joseph Thomas III
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“Ubaidish, he’d lemme stop ef he was home...”

“Yas, I reckon he’d do et.
Emspecial’ seein’ how he allus set such a heap o’ store by you. Cain’t see w’at foh, mahse’f.
Ah shuah don’ see nuffin’ in you
but a heap o’ dirt...”
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“Oh Lawd! Ah didn’t go to do et. Not Obadiah Lawd. You knows dat. You knows et.”

“Oh Lawd!” he moaned. “Oh Lawd!” His thoughts were bitter and they ran through his mind like panic. He knew that it had come to pass as it said somewhere in the Bible about the wicked.

The Lord had stretched out his hand and smitten him.

He was paralyzed.
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“Obadiah, chile,” his mother said softly, “Obadiah, chile.”

Then, with sudden alarm, “He ain’t daid, is he?
Mistah Lowndes! Obadiah, he ain’t daid?”

Jim Hammer didn’t catch the answer to that pleading question.

A new fear was stealing over him.
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She was a tiny, withered woman—
nearly eighty
with a wrinkled face the color of old copper;
framed by a crinkly mass of white hair

But about her small figure was some quality
of hardness that belied her appearance of frailty.
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“Git outen mah feather baid, Jim
Hammer, an’ outen mah house, an’
don’t nevah stop thankin’ yo’ Jesus
he done gib you dat black face.”
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Nella Larsen’s
“Sanctuary”
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There was a spear at his heart, a pain so sharp, so searing that he had to suppress an impulse to cry out.

He felt himself falling.

Down, down, down . . .
Everything grew dim and very distant in his memory . . .
Vanished . . .

Came rushing back.

Excerpt from
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